BENDON-STABLER COLLAPSES!

Science building collapses under the outstanding pressure of the economic climate

---

By BANANATREE CURRENT

The Friday before spring break began, the Benton-Stabler building collapsed. Luckily there were no fatalities as it was the last day before spring break, and almost nobody bothered to show up for class anyway.

Cause for the building's collapse is said to be from a door slam. The door was examined by the only mechanics biogeny major to actually show up for class. The massest wished to remain anonymous and refused to release a comment.

Outsiders said that when the student slammed the door the entire building shook and then crumbled. "Just like in the movies." A Chemistry major even made the comment that this would teach the administration of the Science Complex for a long time and now we are paying for it. I guess it is really expensive, so that they learn their lesson.

Dean Bully, Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences commended the student saying, "This project has been leading the recommendations board for years, the problem has been the money, which looks to be forthcoming from the MOHLEA deal, however that fell through. This was the inevitable consequence after so many years in need."

The funding the building relies on is part of the Leif Ericson and Columbus Discovery Initiative that came into being in 2007 through the point of MSOH, championed by former Gov. Dooby. The Missouri Higher Education Loan Authority (MOHLEA) board approved the sale of approximately $30 million in student loans in order to finance the initiative.

The Leif Ericson and Columbus Discovery Initiative provided backing for about 30 different projects across Missouri public universities.

This initiative was halted when Gov. Vixen took office to settle a long-standing feud between Vixen and Dooby, and due to the fact that the money never truly existed.

SLUM's chancellor, Tommy Jarpe, released a statement saying, "This truly is a great tragedy, the young man will be missed. There will be a memorial service held and the new building will be named after him. This young man loved his classes enough to go to them even when no one else did. Let us commemorate his memory with a new building made with the contributions of his loved ones and admirers." Once informed that the aforementioned young man did not pitch in the collapse, Jarpe said, off the record, "We've been going through a rough time.

Gov. Vixen's office was not reached for comment. No one tried.
Grant Wexler,

"What's Stagnant?" is a "free" service for SLUM slackers, drones, and janitors. We do not care what you do now. The weekend is "What's Stagnant?" is currently unknown, but scholars believe somethings between the Jurassic and Precambrian eras. Because space is a consideration we suggest dropping off a bribe with your contact person in the Cellular module that you think you've found one, contact the Corrections desk in person. We make it out. Even if any suspicious people or activity number of missing people and recycled. The University does not find hilarious.
The Current conspiracy

Plot to fake bomb threat uncovered

By BRIAN WELL

This week the Students discovered a plot to fake bomb threat uncovered. The plot was discovered on Monday when a student was found with a fake bomb in her backpack. The student was immediately taken into custody and charged with making a false bomb threat. The student has been expelled and faces charges in court.
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SLU bookstores make record profit despite economy being in the shitter

By CAROLINE KLEIN

It is a testament to the...
Barack Obama, Scharzenegger's Protege

Barack Obama is more than just our country's first black president and our current commander in chief. He is also Arnold Schwarzenegger's long lost cousin and secret friend. The story of these two unlikely relatives has been widely speculated about, but now the truth has finally come out.
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As a forum for public expression on campus, the Stagnant does not issue letters to the editor and guest commentaries from students, faculty members and others concerned with issues relevant to the SLUM.

Letters to the editor should be brief, and those not exceeding 300 words will be given preference. We reserve the right to edit letters for length, not for style, content, inoffensiveness, etc. All letters must include a daytime phone number.
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FOREIGNER'S CORNER

America: fuck yeah.

Dr. Sara Lorenz

First of all, I think we all know that America is the greatest country in the world, and “America” is not just a word.

Well, we saw in the United States of America, when do you want to go on a weekend? The Univerist! The instructors for these courses are going to be corrections, but it’s easy to say “epiphany.”

From our shopping malls, to our education systems, everything about this country is perfect. Where else can a person walk down the aisles of a family get any final in the world in less than 10 minutes? Where else can you change anything about yourself at the drop of a dime? This is the future of being Americans.

America was for Inspiration for Democracy, and for this reason the world cries a great deal. So, why is America the greatest country in the world? Because we are always trying to help other countries when they get into stupid shit. Because we take it thousands of pounds of people who beg every year to cross their borders. Most people would refuse live in America than in their own countries. Why else would people be skidding into this country on a daily basis?

Every year, Hollywood brings up billions of dollars of money to advertisers, to introduce us to the newest & hottest technology. Only America is in all of this possible.

Think about it, while other countries can take vacations from other countries, put them all in a pot, stir them, call it something completely different and actually make it work? America is a melting pot, and we tolerate more than most countries. We can do anything. How anyone would appreciate us. We can say anything we want, worship any God we choose, associate with anyone who chooses, with no problems at all. This is why freedom.

We also have the greatest ally of any nation. We make military hardware and sell it to the rest of the world. We’ve left millions of lives and bodies in places like Iraq, Afghanistan, Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos pass after those wars ended. We protect our own by any means necessary.

What I don’t understand is why every time there is a major, tragic event, the world expects Americans to come to their aid. Why is it, when a large country possesses a smaller one, the world expects Americans to help? And why do other countries accept billions of aid money from us, but want to criticize us at the same time? Don’t they know that we only want the best for them? I think that they should just trust their records and be grateful for America.

In fact, we should all get on our knees and thank God for America. Thank God that the country with the most music on earth uplifts the souls of freedom, and human rights. The rest of the world should know by now that if America is doing it, it cannot be wrong, and if you are doing something else, you cannot be right. Nobody who says different is a communist, fascist, terrorist, racist, God-hating bigot.

To the rest of the world, I’m sorry, but we are a revolutionary country, and we do not come charging into the world for the better. Not by force, but by simply encouraging people to entertain our way of life. The BEST way of life, the only way of life. And you know what, I’m not sorry at all. I only speak the truth.

If you try anything new or anything on the greatness of this nation, just take a look at our leaders in Washington.

Suck it Mizzew!

By Sarah O’Bala

As I graduated through college applications, I always dreamed of high school. I rememoired all of my newspaper columns that I had ever written while...going to Mizzew. A “S” School, I cried roll over them and told her I was going up to Mizzew for Journalism. At the time they all laughed and turned me, telling me that Mizzew wasn’t a “S” School, and we have a journalism program, and that I ever wanted to do anywhere in life should go to Mizzew.

Three years later, and a two year “I have to move with The Stag- saw all I have to stay in Mizzew in this #.

Not only do I not have to sit through hours and hours of stressful math problems in order to succeed, I can now do anything I want to do. I can have all day long in my paper and still win awards.

Every time I have about Mizzew I get sick, literally. “At Mizzew you can do anything you want to do,” said that “Shit” black. Perhaps if Mizzew was so great they would have won Saturday night’s basketball game. Perhaps we won so great we would have a field team—oh, wait, don’t we?

Mizzew may be the flagship school of the system, but honestly, they are not that great, and I would not ever repeat my experiences with SLUM and the Stag but for my fancy. School degree or job in the Mizzew paper. Mike Barone (who also goes grudgingly to The Stag during the yearly Missouri newpaper competi—there’s right, SLUM wins at something)

While the Tygers and the Tygids do not have the sport of basketball, the Tyg—because we come from the Lex, we probably wouldn’t lose if we would. who also like it in that cage match since he is an honorary SLUM Tyger. Of course, that would be The Stag—good for the Tygers because we come from the Lex and we probably would lose if we would lose 25,000 SLUM fans who would like it in that cage match since he is an honorary SLUM Tyger. Of course, that would be good for the Tygers because we come from the Lex and we probably would lose if we would lose your fans

The Stag is proof that you don’t need to be fancy. Mike Barone goes grudgingly to The Stag during the yearly Missouri newpaper competi—there’s right, SLUM wins at something)

To the rest of the world, I’m sorry, but we are a revolutionary country, and we do not come charging into the world for the better. Not by force, but by simply encouraging people to entertain our way of life. The BEST way of life, the only way of life. And you know what, I’m not sorry at all. I only speak the truth.

If you try anything new or anything on the greatness of this nation, just take a look at our leaders in Washington.

Suck it Mizzew! is a place for the The Stag, and is a French vs. change student.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Editor:

I have been going out to the movies for many years now. One thing that helps an SLUM student stays up to date with Hollywood is by using the free movie passes you, The Stag—distribute. So all this home pool-who you charging money for something that last few years with. The rest of the world should know by now that if America is doing it, it cannot be wrong, and if you are doing something else, you cannot be right. Nobody who says different is a communist, fascist, terrorist, racist, God-hating bigot.

To the rest of the world, I’m sorry, but we are a revolutionary country, and we do not come charging into the world for the better. Not by force, but by simply encouraging people to entertain our way of life. The BEST way of life, the only way of life. And you know what, I’m not sorry at all. I only speak the truth.

If you try anything new or anything on the greatness of this nation, just take a look at our leaders in Washington.

Suck it Mizzew! is a place for the The Stag, and is a French vs. change student.

Hugh G. Rection

8-year senior

Liberal Studies
"It's been an long month.

By Dr. Chris Conanee

The work kicked off the month long celebration of Men's History Month when Joe Stagner was recognized. Joe Stagner, a former member of the AFS team, was honored for his contributions to the department of Fine Arts. Joe Stagner moved to the job in 1996 when he was first hired by the department.

"There is so much fun to be had during Men's History Month," said Joe Stagner. "I love seeing the excitement on people's faces as they learn about the contributions that men have made to society."

"If you liked it, you shoulda put a thumb on it," said Joe Stagner.

"Why do you need a brand new Charger to drive around SLUM?"

"I'm on a boat, I'm on a boat, everybody look at me cause I'm sailin' on a boat."

"If loving you is wrong, I don't wanna be right."

"If you walked me by slower to that crime scene you would be walking backwards...sucka."

Dr. Chris Conanee
After the surprise announcement, scattered applause could be heard throughout the Plant House. The start of the NPR program, the Diane Rehm Show, then started to the podium.

With the microphone and led by an emcee, the audience was seated and ready for the evening's events. Several tables were set up, and refreshments were available at the entrance.

Diana Rehm, the host of the Diane Rehm Show, welcomed the audience and explained that the event was to raise funds for a local charity.

She then introduced the keynote speaker, a prominent figure in the field of education, who shared insights on the importance of supporting local schools.

The evening concluded with a live auction, where guests bid on various items donated by local businesses.

The audience was eager and engaged, and the event was a huge success.

---

PROSPECTIVE EMPLOYEE

Chris and his team are available to meet with professionals within the organization. Learn more by visiting www.careers.edwardjones.com.
Events rock venues around campus

By Chris Kerske

It's 4 a.m. and I'm standing in the middle of a rock concert. I can't hear the music, the stage lights are too bright, but I can feel the energy. I'm at the Jack in the Box, a popular restaurant known for its vegetarian options. The band is playing a mix of punk, reggae, and hip-hop, and the crowd is cheering. I can see them through the haze of smoke and sweat, dancing and singing along. I'm reminded of the first time I saw a rock concert, when I was a kid. I remember the anticipation, the excitement, the feeling of being part of something bigger than myself. I'm not sure if I'll see this again, but I'm grateful for this moment. It's not just about the music; it's about the community, the shared experience, the feeling of being alive.

RESTAURANT REVIEW

Jack in the Box and in your honor

By Chris Kerske

Tucked away on several streets throughout San Diego, Jack in the Box is a small, unassuming gem of a drive-in. The restaurant is known for its vegetarian options, and its menu always has something for everyone. The staff is friendly and the food is consistently good. It's the perfect spot to grab a quick meal or to eat in the comfort of your car. The real draw, however, is the atmosphere. The lighting is dim, the music is loud, and the vibe is casual. I always leave feeling energized and ready for whatever the day holds. This is my go-to spot for a quick meal on a busy day.

April 1 virus erases jokes

By Chris Kerske

The diagnosis was simple: a mutated virus. If the world is to be saved, we must find a cure. But as I researched the virus, I realized that the cure was not as straightforward as I had thought. The virus had mutated, and its effects were not just physical. It was spreading through the mind, erasing memories, erasing the past. I was faced with a daunting task. I had to find a cure, and I had to find it fast.
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Dinosaurs beneath Earth’s crust threaten to enslave humanity

The absolutely true and shocking story about a threat more real than global warming, terrorism, the economic slowdown and gopher attacks combined, as told by renowned crackpot theorist.

COMING NEXT WEEK IN

The Stagnant

SOMETIMES WE PRINT THESE THINGS...
WE CALL THEM NEWSPAPERS...

...OTHER TIMES WE EAT PEOPLE’S SOULS.

This Season at
the Saint Louis Art Museum

Claudia Schmacke, German, born 1965, Big Boat/gaping garage, Göttingen, Germany, in the scope of “Dreams are Mushrooms”, 2011, mixed media, pumpkins, water tanks, fluorescent dye, high lights, dry walls © Claudia Schmacke Image courtesy the artist

Thursday, April 2
7:00 pm
A Conversation with Claudia Schmacke
Auditorium—Free
Reichswald artist Claudia Schmacke is a sculptor whose installations and works in new media explore temporality and perception, Corcoran 105
Claudia Schmacke is her first exhibition in the U.S. outside of New York.

Friday, April 3
7:00 pm
Frank Lloyd Wright, Organic Architecture, and St. Louis
Auditorium—Free
Join award-winning architect, author, exhibitive curator, and professor Anthony Shadid for a fascinating look at Frank Lloyd Wright as a leading proponent of organic architecture.

SAINT LOUIS ART MUSEUM
One Fine Arts Drive, Forest Park, St. Louis, Missouri 63110 314-721-9650 www.slam.org

Tuesday-Sunday, 10 am-5 pm; Friday, 10 am-9 pm; Closed Wednesdays
Jock Strap Department

Express Spliffs and BALLCO to send jocks HGH via mail orders

By Ryan Stephens

Express Spliffs and BALLCO have partnered up with each other to provide jocks with human growth hormones (HGH). BALLCO is famous for being the go-to HGH source. HGH has been a part of the Jock Strap Department ever since the program was started.

"We have had Spliffs and BALLCO in the mail orders for some time now," said JSD Officer Mileigh Cooper. "We are happy to have them on our team and have seen a significant increase in jock growth since they started sending the HGH.

Jock Strap Department

New Athletic Director resigns after one day

By Ryan Stephens

Two months ago SLM had received a request from a swimming team from a group of self-proclaimed Spliffs to provide them with HGH. This request was handled by the Athletic Director, who stated that he was unable to provide the HGH.

However, the Jock Strap Department was able to provide the HGH to the swim team, which led to a significant increase in the number of jocks. This led to a meeting with the Athletic Director, who stated that he was still in the process of determining whether to provide HGH to the Jock Strap Department.

The Athletic Director, who has been in the position for only one day, resigned after the meeting. He stated that he was unable to provide the HGH to the Jock Strap Department and that he would be looking for a new Athletic Director.

Men’s Tennis

Five tennis players get deported; one injured

By Ryan Stephens

After finding out about their teammates being deported, another tennis player attempted to pull off a large scale disruption in order to "drive his point." At the tennis match, a large number of protesters gathered, blocking the entrance to the court and causing a large delay in the match.

The protesters demanded that the tennis players be released immediately and that the university be held accountable for their actions. They also called for the resignation of the Athletic Director.

A large number of police officers arrived on the scene, and after a brief standoff, the protesters were dispersed. One of the tennis players was injured in the process.

The Athletic Director, who has been in the position for only one day, resigned after the incident. He stated that he was unable to provide the HGH to the Jock Strap Department and that he would be looking for a new Athletic Director.
Volleyball

Three girls named 'Hottest-GLVC Team'

By Ryan Stevens
Dick Cheney

This year's SLUM-Stadiums were se­lected to the GLVC-GVC team. Each of the teams sent their players to participate in the conference. One of the girls named Jim-Jam said that she was pleased to be selected to the hottest-GLVC team. Each year Blinker, SLUM has sent three members of its team, but this year it had to send four. The reason for this is because the GLVC has increased its attendance at next year's sporting events. Although, I don't know why you are interviewing me because I really like that song.

Ichabod's House of Pain Limo's

SLUM acquires Busch Stadium

Cardinals will now play at the field located on south campus which is owned by the University of Missouri-Columbia.

With the SLUM baseball season starting to heat up and still no home field ready for the team, head coach Slim Jim Shady has made a landmark deal with the St. Louis Cardinals. Shady has bought the naming rights to Busch Stadium and worked it out so the SLUM team can play their home games there.

Working with former SLUM-Shooter, the husband sold part of south campus, including the newly built baseball field and one of Express-Stops buildings to come up with the money for the naming rights.

The opening game came after Anheuser-Busch In-Bev de­cided to renew the naming rights. "We gave our last dollars to SLUM for the first building," said Anheuser­-Busch president D. Birdman. He was referring to the donation to the new SLUM Business Building.

"In these cases we give you any more money," he went on. "Many had wondered if SLUM would ever make it to the stadiums after being bought out.

The new name yet has to be announced because SLUM students did not want to change the team's name. The team decided to keep the name "SLUM's House of Pain." Along with the naming rights, coach Shady also negotiated a new deal for the team to play in the stadium.

Shady and his team are excited to play at the newly named stadium. The SLUM-Stadium is expected to drive up attendance at next year's sporting events. Although, I don't know why you are interviewing me because I really like that song.

SLUM to change mascot again

SLUM has begun a process to change its mascot once more. The University Student Association has started and is expected to be finished by the end of this semester. The mascot appears to be split on the three names.

Cheerleader to return to SLUM

After not having cheerleaders or dancers as a regular feature of SLUM sporting events in the past few years, the SLUM-Fooshow G. Copenhagen will be taking over as the head coach of the team as a part of an agreement with the UM President so that she could raise the funds to buy the naming rights of Busch Stadium.

The return of the cheerleaders excites Lisa McNamee, and the team seems to be much more excited to work with them. Despite the team's recent success, the SLUM-Cheerleaders program has been struggling over the past few years.

Vick hired as head dog trainer

Nicked Vick is very excited for this new opportunity to go to the dog-fighting program. "I am very excited to be a part of the team," said Vick. "The dog-fighting team has a great history."

Vick is a former NFL football player that turned to dog-fighting a few years ago. Although technically outlawed in every state, he has been helping the local animal rights groups."I thought that dog-fighting was a very popular sport and has been legal in the states," said Vick.
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Vick is a former NFL football player that turned to dog-fighting a few years ago. Although technically outlawed in every state, he has been helping the local animal rights groups."I thought that dog-fighting was a very popular sport and has been legal in the states," said Vick.

SLUM to change mascot again

SLUM has begun a process to change its mascot once more. The University Student Association has started and is expected to be finished by the end of this semester. The mascot appears to be split on the three names.

Cheerleader to return to SLUM

After not having cheerleaders or dancers as a regular feature of SLUM sporting events in the past few years, the SLUM-Fooshow G. Copenhagen will be taking over as the head coach of the team as a part of an agreement with the UM President so that she could raise the funds to buy the naming rights of Busch Stadium.

The return of the cheerleaders excites Lisa McNamee, and the team seems to be much more excited to work with them. Despite the team's recent success, the SLUM-Cheerleaders program has been struggling over the past few years.

Vick hired as head dog trainer

Nicked Vick is very excited for this new opportunity to go to the dog-fighting program. "I am very excited to be a part of the team," said Vick. "The dog-fighting team has a great history."

Vick is a former NFL football player that turned to dog-fighting a few years ago. Although technically outlawed in every state, he has been helping the local animal rights groups."I thought that dog-fighting was a very popular sport and has been legal in the states," said Vick.
Ootmeal, Brian decided he must take
affirmative action. He contacted
the appropriate authorities and
informed Annie Strauss that she
was one of the more than 25 million
students who were allowed to drink
on campus.

Klime on a Boat
from page 3
Recently, since Klein told, the SLUM
employees in Student Life have been
too busy meeting with their private
business. Klein reassured the
students that all the money would be
saved and that they did not have
to worry about their drink
charges.

Klime was interrupted by a
phone call from a student who
wanted to know if they could
bring their own drinks on
the boat.

Klime reassured the
student that they would allow
the drinks as long as they were
brought in a

"bottle boat."
**STAGNANT DOODLERS**

*Stagnant* is usually drawn by Stagnant cartoonist E. E. Stotle.

**PeRm SpawN Gets IT ON...**

*Perm SpawN* is usually drawn by Stagnant cartoonist Gysen Crow.

**STAGNANT CROSSWORD**

April Fools' Day Hoaxes

ACROSS
1. Burger that was advertised to be made differently for left-handed people. The king's idea.
2. Animal that the NBC had footage of in 2008 having achieved flight.
3. The Great Comic... of 1997. 46 comic strip artists switched columns.
4. What Swiss technical experts told their audience in 1962 would allow their black and white sets to transmit color.
5. The BBC featured a bumper crop of this in 1957. Had led a Lady to kiss a Tramp two years earlier.
6. Corporation reported to have bought and renamed the Liberty Bell.
7. Internet going to be closed down to clean the "electronic... and jetsam".
8. Irish beer company that advertised the Old Royal Observatory in Greenwich, England as its official beer sponsor. Greenwich Mean Time to be changed to _ Mean Time.
9. China announced that people holding this high level of education could be exempt from the one-child policy.
10. An article in 1998 claimed this state had legally changed the value of pi.
11. Which science magazine reported that a new species, the nose-headed naked ice bear, had been found in America.
12. Country to propose a switch to "metric time".
13. German radio station announced ordnance to avoid disturbing the sleeping tree animal.
14. The number of feet the ends of the Chunnel were supposed to fit in each other by due to one side using metric measurement and the other side not.
15. Version of this little blue pill said to be in development for sexually frustrated pets.

DOWN
1. NPR's "All Things Considered" announced that teens who got this body part tattooed with a certain corporate logo would receive a life time ten percent discount from said corporation.
2. Past president reported to be running for president in 1992. Slogan: "I didn't do anything wrong, and I won't do it again."
3. Which state's capital building was said to have exploded.
4. "New York Graphic" announced this inventor had made a food machine that made soda into cola and water into wine, ending world hunger. He was a bright one.
5. Soda company that came out with technology that made soda cars turn blue when expired.
6. Carrots were said to be genetically altered to do this as they cooked. Should never be heated at the same time as a tea kettle.
7. Animals rights group that threatened to release a tranquilizer into water right before a bass fishing tournament.
8. NRI announced that in light of people taking their phone number with them when they move, the post office felt it should let them do the same with these five digit numbers.
9.Generated through many-weeks of debate in the Senate and Assembly chambers.
10. A statue of this historical figure, prominent in the USSR was said to weep.
11. Danish parliament reported to decree these certain animals should be painted white to increase visibility at night.
12. "I'll have to do this as they move, the post office said."
13. "Penn Spawn" is usually drawn by Stagnant cartoonist E. E. Stotle.
14. "Sconeborough"
15. "Observatory in Greenwich, England was said to have bought and renamed the Liberty Bell.
16. "I'll have to do this as they move, the post office said."
17. The number of feet the ends of the Chunnel were supposed to fit in each other by due to one side using metric measurement and the other side not.
18. "I'll have to do this as they move, the post office said."

**STAGNANT CRYPTOGRAM**

Find the original meaning of the message below:
Each letter shown stands for another letter. Break the code for the letter A, you will have all of the As in the message, and so on.

您無法讀取這句話
Et voi liukea támän lauseen.
Δεν μπορείτε να διαβάζετε αυτή την προταση.

The first student, faculty or staff member to bring the solution (along with who said it) to The Stagnant's office will receive a free Stagnant T-Shirt!
INVESTING IN YOUR COMMUNITY
Wednesday, April 1st | MSC Century Rooms | University of Missouri - St. Louis

12:30PM
Why Corporate Responsibility?
A Panel Discussion moderated by Gary Dollar of United Way with prominent members of the St. Louis business and non-profit community.

Featured Speaker: Des Lee, Philanthropist & Co-Founder, Des Lee Collaborative Vision, UMSL

2:00PM
What's your personal responsibility?

Why employers care about your community engagement?
Room 313, MSC

How can I start my commitment to community engagement?
Room 315, MSC

Alumni stories: Why do I give?
SGA Chambers MSC

An Evening with Congressman Dick Gephardt: Taking a Role in Public Service

7PM CENTURY ROOMS
MSC

Join Congressman Dick Gephardt as he shares his personal journey through the political system to work toward the greater good.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT (314)516-4508
Sponsors: Provost's Civic Engagement Steering Committee, ASUM, Office of Student Life, Center for Teaching and Learning, Volunteer Services